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Envisioning World

power (the will of effort to overcome a given life
for ascent of life)" These values cannot and
should not be changed. In order to do so, an

We want to provide and share a support
platform for technical asset management and
operations for a better world where we can be
our own master and improve the unfair

interpretation of social consensus or judgment
must exist. However, because consensus or
interpretation of these values can sometimes be
distorted, a new form of orgnized world is
needed that can be agreed on by those who

1. Insight

empower or those who create values, not those
with social power. (Metaverse1)

economic treatment of those of us living in
modern society. MarX Project is an effort to
evolve into the universe we dream of together,
to continue to participate on a technical base
and ethical foundation, and to build a system
that can properly hold and operate asset values
that we have created ourselves. We want to
leverage blockchain-based DeFi (Decentralized
finance) tokens and Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
to create new innovative transformations on
existing social systems and share them
together. To this end, we want to support
economic and social activities with an ethical
foundation and provide ‘digital value
transformation platform for real assets’ to

[Value Developing Project – Value Design Lab of MetaverseSociety]

Decisions on the exchange of social
members require a system based on "justice"
that can be universally accommodated by the
exchange entity. In a system that can
accommodate the credibility and verifiability of

establish an ecosystem for strengthening
freedom, peace, and social solidarity.

exchange values, each entity must freely
evaluate the value of his or her life's actions,
and in order to do so, he or she need a means to
freely create and exchange his or her own value
of conduct at any time. (Blockchain)
A mutually credible objective device should
be premised on this exchange of values, and the
entity that mediates this exchange of trust
should not have power, and ultimately the
entity should not exist. (Smart Contract, DeFi)

Value is the property of an object that can
affect a human's behavior. It may be based on
the objective economic value of the evaluated
object itself, it may be regulated according to
the subjective benefit in accordance with needs.
However, the criterion of value is revaluated or

In addition, social consensus should be made
and the use of methods and systems for the
evaluation and exchange of trusted values
should be included. (NFT)
A designated percent of the created,

changed depending on the doer of the creation
or exchange. The reasonable value should
reflect the doer's "willingness to affirmative
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exchanged, and ascended values should be

Kim Sang-bacterium, 'Metaverse, Digital Earth, The World of Floating

you're more isolated from the physical district. Not. Organizations and

Things', 2020 PlanBed design, ‘Metaverse(Metaverse) is a world created by

members with leaders who turn away from metaverses miss out on all the

humans beyond the real world through digital technology. Digital

meaning, enjoyment, and economic benefits of the new world of

smartphones, computers, internet, etc. A new world in the media, a

metaverses.”

digitized planet’. "If you're a corporate executive or policy decision-makers,
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fairly redistributed to members of the social
community and supplied as a source of power to
create new values. Through this, we must strive

- MarX Project declares ‘The Price of the Prime
convert to The Value of the Majority’.
Not as a capital currency as a means of

to create a virtuous ecosystem that can develop
a healthy social foundation. (Donation)

power, but as an NFT of the subject of those
who empower or those who create values

MarX Project Design Goal

- MarX Project declares 'Value Marginal
Revolution'.

MarX Project aims to eliminate the
monopoly of intermediate distribution by
providing a Value Metaverse ecosystem to
establish a sharing network with direct
exchange of value creator and value consumers.

Value is not determined by cost and labor,
but by the utility of an individual’s life.
Value is not a spectacle of an already
completed desire for the capitalist world, but
rather a desire and the world create together on
the basis of various "history of act " carried out
by one person in the capitalist world.
MarX Project Aphorism

“Anything is possible !!
Create your metaverse life!!
Anything is value!! ”
[ Value Metaverse – Value Design Lab of MetaverseSociety]

2. Introduction

By analyzing consumer-generated needs
(SPECTACLES) in the physical world using Big
data-based AI systems and providing an AEI
system to determine if consumers truly have

The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform is a
blockchain-based metaverse infrastructure
network that provides non-fungible token (NFT)

their favorite Needs (real desires), we will build
a Value metaverse ecosystem network that
allows us to find the subjectivity of beings that
have to make ourselves happy rather than the
satisfaction of owning them.

Convenience
The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform creates and
trades a wide range of new and exciting NFT,

users with convenience, privacy, and scalability.

Finally, MarX Project will provide a technique
transformer for the solidarity of freedom, peace,
and shared sharing between value creators and
value consumers.

while providing the convenience of using
familiar programming languages and operating
environments without a full understanding of
blockchain
developers
and
blockchain
programming languages for building NFT

MarX Project Declare

DApps for specific use. In addition, a single
authorization ID certificate provides users with
data interoperability without additional signups within the ecosystem, enabling them to
execute all activities through a single

- MarX Project declares 'Monetary naturalism.
We give back the function of the money to
voluntary exchangeability, value for the power

subscription.

of the natural generation of the value creator.
Replaces capital currency with NFT having
the natural power of the money.

Privacy
To protect the data of the NFT creator, it
supports tokenized data generation and
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supports the deployment of DApp, which can
create a new type of NFT that rewards storing
data. By making data calls through

3. DeFi-NFT Maket Overview
DeFi- NFT

authorization to each of these apps, it provides
business flexibility with absolute information
protection.

Non-fungible Token(NFT)is already a key
component of the new blockchain-based digital
economy. In the ever-approaching Metaverse

Scalability

Life, several projects are experimenting with

1. NFT transfer
It is possible to transfer NFT from another
chain to the MarX DeFi-NFT Platform. Also, the
MarX NFT can be tied up as collateral for the
NFT issued by another chain.

non-fungible tokens in a variety of areas, such
as gaming, art, digital identity, licenses, and
certificates, and can purchase ownership of all
or part of physical assets, such as expensive

2. Consignment of security
In situations where other chains lack
security, such as proof of stake(PoS) based
blockchain, but with a small number of network
participants, NFTs can be utilized to make them

goods or real estate, as non-fungible tokens.
Users who purchase NFT make purchasing
decisions with forecasting the scarcity of token
and potential for long-term return, but NFT has
fewer transactions than fungible Tokens due to

rely on secure MarX security. However, security
threats from other chains do not affect the NFT
value of MarX.
3. Interoperability

its nature, and cash flowing NFT as collateral is
also difficult.
Therefore, the DeFi -NFT ecosystem

By allowing multiple interoperable chains
to process transactions in parallel, we can seek
to increase the blockchain scalability of NFTs.
Through
the
multi-chain
multi-ledger
blockchain system, inter-chain data can be

should be provided to NFT holders the system

handled
without
compromising
the
decentralization that occurs in notary scheme2

creator

that can boost trading and liquidize NFT, such as
the real asset economy.
In the current NFT ecosystem, value
issuing

NFT

does

not

have

an

environment in which it can receive funds and
technical support for marketing own NFT to the

MarX DeFi-NFT Platform support users to
focusing on innovation and business execution

exchange

market.

if

value

creator

has

ecosystem that e-commerce platform or largy

on new forms of NFT without building a
blockchain-based NFT operating environment
and spending extra money. MarX will build NFT
Asset TERMINAL, PG TERMINAL, and Banking
TERMINAL to support Payment, Swap,

company

do reward point

marketing

to

costomer, it will lay the foundation for own
unique NFT to be established in the market. This
is also a requirement that the DeFi-NFT

Guarantee, DApp development, and business
use cases to increase NFT as a means of
interoperability between Value Creator and
Value Customer.
MarX's 'TERMINAL' is the concept of MarX

ecosystem must have.

performing ETH bridge function in a subject or
system that performs NFT blockchain
Interoperability.
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In order to handle the data of the side chain in the main chain, the side chain
must be on-chain data in the main chain through any method

3

DeFi-NFT Ecosystem

[Value Ecosystem of MarX Project –MetaverseSociety]

✓

Donation / Art Culture Copyright
(Music/Artwork,

Antiques,

Performances/Activities/Events,
Portrait Rights, Games) / Real Estate /
Game, e-Sports, Brain Sports

✓

Pet Economy / Payment Gateway
(PG), Easy Payment etc

4. Service Architecture
The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform uses a DeFi
blockchain

operating

characterized

by

environment

cross_chain,

cross-

ecocommerce portals, cross-frameworks,and
global infrastructure thatare serviced to NFT
users.
To achieve these characteristics, the MarX
DeFi-NFT Platform adopt Polkadot's framework
Substrate,which is used to create distributed
apps in theBlockchain-based Service Network
(BSN) 3 ecosystem.
Polkadot is a blockchain project that
connects various blockchains, such as publicly
licensed blockchains, and enables the desired

3

Blockchain-based Service Network, The BSN is a one-stop shop for

One of the main aims of China’s national blockchain infrastructure is

DApp developers to deploy and manage any permissioned or

to offer a low-cost way for SMEs to adopt blockchain. Additionally, the

permissionless blockchain applications. We have built entire operating

State Information Center (SIC), state-owned firms China UnionPay,

environments and shared nodes on BSN’s public city nodes (PCN)

China Mobile and three other organizations who initiated BSN have

around the world. Developers only need to choose which PCN to

signed ‘The Alliance Chain Framework Adaptation Agreement’,

connect and upload smart contracts. (https://bsnbase.io/)

establishing the BSN Development Alliance.”

“China’s (BSN) announced it would use the FISCO BCOS as the open-

(https://www.ledgerinsights.com/chinas-national-blockchain-

source Project to build a national network for blockchain as a service.

infrastructure-bsn/)
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data transfer, and is used by developers around

PG TERMINAL implements UI/UX to enhance

the world to build and operate innovative

user accessibility for fiat currency, Easy

protocols and apps. Substrate consists of

Payment and Digital Currency(CBDC) with the

Relaychain and Parachain, which process

Transaction SDK and ServiceProtocol, and

transaction collection to determine whether to

builds NFT Reward solutions with PointProtocol.

trade.

Banking TERMINAL will implement a Collateral

The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform will support

service that allows NFT to be liquidated as

NFT issuance, which has improved private

collateral.

levels through the BSN ecosystem's Oasis

The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform will provide

system. Privacy features allow you to create

users with three types of NFT services: Issuance,

new forms of digital assets called Tokenized

Swap, and Collateral L&B.

Data, and you will also have control over the
generated NFT and take advantage of the

The following diagram shows the core

rewards for providing NFT.

components of the MarX DeFi-NFT Platform.

[MarX DeFi-NFT Platform Diagram –MetaverseSociety]

4.1. MarX’s TERMINAL
MarX's TERMINAL, which performs the
parachain bridge function, is based on the
MarX will develop and disseminate Reward
Point solutions to the DeFi-NFT Platform

multi-channel multi-ledger blockchain system

exchange
market
by
implementing
Hyperledger-based PointProtocol for ERCbased NFT transaction fee issues and solutions
for marketing support from NFT issuers.
MarX's TERMINAL will facilitate the inter-

based-Access-Control (ARBAC).

with a BSN infrastructure and application-rollMany types of data, tokens, and assets have
interoperability that can be passed through
cross-blockchain

and

provide

excellent

scalability by sending transactions to multiple

chain mobility of the ERC20 and NFT
Tokens(ERC721, ERC998, ERC1155), and these
interoperability modules are technologies that
integrate NFT issued from various networks.
MarX will leverage BSN's infrastructure to

parallel networks, while the rights management
chain system also provides business flexibility
by ensuring absolute information protection for
each application between chains.

support payments, C2C transactions, DApp
development, and digital assetization with
payback capabilities.
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transaction

execution

and

payment.

ServiceProtocol has several key modules that
are the basis.
Consensus Algorithm (BFT-DPoS)5
MarX

adopts

the

delegated

EOS

consensus model of the Proof of Stake (DPoS)
model. The main difference between EOS

[TERMINAL Architecture – SPECTACLE Team of MetaverseSociety]

native consensus and MarX consensus is the
initial payment model. Because MarX starts with

4.2. MarX ServiceProtocol
The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform will leverage

a fixed supply token, block rewards have a

BSN infrastructure to ensure the robust

Logarithmic-based return schedule (similar to

reliability of Layer1, and aims to improve

bitcoin's distribution schedule).

'functional escape speed'4 by achieving Simple
MarX Data Economy’s Privacy for DeFi-NFT

Programming Language, Rich Statefulness, and
Data

availability

through

infrastructure

utilization.

[Privacy Data Economy - MetaverseSociety]

ServiceProtocol will support the data
tokenization and privacy features of oasis
[MarX DeFi-NFT 2.0 –MetaverseSociety]

networks

MarX ServiceProtocol is a blockchain layer
that combines unique items (art, game items,

private

DeFi-NFT

issuance,

and only include a new type of DeFi-NFT that

and collectibles) into the NFT through NFT

rewards them for storing data with DApps.

issuance and exchange. It provides a way to

By providing confidential Paratimes that

track and secure token balances, easily transfer

use a data-private security enclosure, anyone

tokens to other Tokens, and enable token

4

for

allowing users to control the data generated

will support the deployment of DeFi-NFT

Blockchain error correction issues (hardforking is difficult at times

in block production and will be given an opportunity to produce

promised by governance network member consent) and scalability

blocks, provided they can persuade token holders to vote for them.

issues (difficult to increase scalability without compromising security

Using the EOS. IO software, blocks are produced in rounds of 126 (6

and decentralization)

blocks each, times 21 producers). At the start of each round 21 unique

EOS. IO software utilizes the only known decentralized consensus

block producers are chosen by preference of votes cast by token

algorithm proven capable of meeting the performance requirements

holders. The selected producers are scheduled in an order agreed

of applications on the blockchain, Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS).

upon by 15 or more producers.

Under this algorithm, those who hold tokens on a blockchain

(https://github.com/EOSIO/Documentation/blob/master/TechnicalWhit

adopting the EOS. IO software may select block producers through a

ePaper.md)

5

continuous approval voting system. Anyone may choose to participate
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issuance DApp development that meets their

Value creators can issue NFT with Point

specific needs.

Token to connect to PointUSE ecosystem
consumers through utility token(MXT) and
swap in the MarX DeFi-NFT ecosystem.
NFT consumers can purchase NFT, receive
MXT as promotional rewards and they connect
to MarX's PointUSE ecosystem through Swap,
or acquire MarX through MarX SwapDEX to
enjoy asset benefits through exchanges or DEX.

4.3. PointProtocol

PointProtocol Structure

In the economic system of physical assets,
asset

owners

are

carrying

out

Configured

various

on

a

hyperledger

basis,

PointProtocol connects merchant terminals

promotions (discounts, cashback, advertising

with Reward Bridge to swap MXT as a base

promotions, etc.) as marketing policies for

currency, and has a structure that supports

purchasing, but NFT has many limitations on

Transaction through SDKs and APIs.

exchange economic activities due to the
characteristics implemented on the blockchain
basis.
PointProtocol

will

be

responsible

for

marketing partial support in the MarX DeFi-NFT
Platform economic system, which is being
implemented as the blockchain-based asset,
and will become the marketing standard for the
NFT market, which can generate a variety of
values.

[PointProtocol Structure]

Point Marketing Biz Model
MarX

implements

Merchant Token Ecosystem
Biz

Model,

which

Merchants within the MarX ecosystem can

supports Reward Point marketing from NFT

leverage NFT and PointProtocol to participate in

Marketplace on the DeFi-NFT Platform to NFT

the DeFi-NFT Platform economic system.

users with PointProtocol.

[Merchant Token Ecosystem]
[Point Marketing Biz Model]
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MarX will build the End-To-End point
payment platform through the expansion of
BSN global blockchain servicesand mobilebased simple payment systems(Unionpay,
Alipay, Wechatpay), which will solve problems
such as the interim participants and costs that
may arise when paying NFT users.

5. Runtime Service Module
NFT Marketplace
MarX opened its services by establishing
a utility token MXT-based marketplace within
the DeFi-NFT Platform.

[https://swap.MarX.financial/]

Reward Point Swap
MarX is building the Reward Point Swap
App to connect with the MXT and Reward Point
ecosystems.

[https://marketplace.MarX.financial/]

SwapDEX
MarX adopted hyperledger-based MRC to
ensure NFT's stability, reduce gasfee and
provide trading convenience.

[Reward Point Charge App (test version)]
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monopoly, but by the effectiveness of the

6. Value Circuit Economy

relative

life

between

individuals.

MarX

replaces Product as the 'Spectacle' of desire
already completed in the capitalist world with
the ‘NFT’ based on the various Value creation
actions performed by each being. MarX
provides the DeFi-NFT Platform and the
PointProtocol ecosystem to connect the NFT
to the economic system. Ultimately, Value
Creator gains capital control over the value it
generates.

[Value Marginal Revolution – Value Design Lab of MetaverseSociety]

The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform and

6. 1. Value Creator (NFT Micro Biz)

PointProtocol are designed based on the

The DeFi-NFT Platform provides Value

Declare of the MarX Project.

Creator with an easy and scalable NFT Micro Biz
system.

- The MarX Project declares 'Monetary

MarX

will

support

'Micro

Marketing'(personal marketing system) by

naturalism'.

allowing it to build its own 'Micro Factory'

Value Creator and Value Consumer utilize NFT

(personal production system) without capital

with the natural power of the currency (value

and technology through the BSN blockchain,

& voluntary exchangeability) to prevent the

and by providing a peer-to-peer exchange

transfer of value to distribution monopolies,

economy system with PointProtocol, MarX aims

and also provide PointProtocol with the End-

to

To-End

transformation to implement the NFT Micro Biz

(Creator-Consumer)

structure,

giving back to Value Creator the marketing

provide

Value

Creator

technical

environment.

tool that requires huge funds from capital
market monopoly power.

6. 2. Value Consumer(NFT user)
The MarX DeFi-NFT Platform will offer

-The MarX Project declares ‘The Price of the

Value Consumer the desired liquidity supply of

Prime convert to The value of the Majority'.

the holding NFT and a variety of Reward

Product produced by Value Creator is replaced

promotional benefits. MarX will provide NFT-

with

backed

an

NFT

to

prevent

distribution

liquidization

solutions

to

address

monopolies from distributing it by pricing it as

temporary cash flow issues while maintaining

'Price'. Based on the identity secured by NFT,

increased value due to NFT holdings, as well as

Value

solutions that can make a profit by providing

Creator

uses

PointProtocol

to

implement 'Micro Biz'(individual by the entity

NFT collateral.

of Biz).

MXT acquired by various promotions
during the NFT trading process, can benefit

-MarX

Project

declares

'Value

Marginal

from MarX token's increased asset value by

Revolution'.

utilizing MarX SwapDEX and can be used in the

Value shall not be determined by the labor and

PointUse ecosystem.

expenses established by the distribution
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DeFi-NFT Biz Model

DEX(Uniswap, QuickSwap, etc.) connected by
MarX, and will also play a role as an LP in the
NFT-backed liquidization service conducted by
the MarX Project to enjoy stable interest returns.
MarX Token holders will participate in various
global service projects in the MarX Project
through the staking system.
DeFi-NFT Point Biz Ecosystem

[DeFi-NFT Biz Model]

6. 3. MXT LP(Liquid Provider)
Users of the MarX DeFi-NFT Platform can
become LP in the MarX ecosystem with MXT's
unique staking methods via PG Terminal and
Banking

Terminal.

The

AMM(Auromated

Market Making) method of SwapDEX, which is
sustainable and makes profits for the currency,

[DeFi-NFT Point Biz Ecosystem]

allows LP to supply the pairs of MarX and MXT
to the liquidity pool to obtain the MarX-MXT

7. Education for MarX Ecosystem

MLP(MarX Liquidity Provider Token). In this
way, LP can earn the profit from the transaction

MarX will provide DeFi-NFT Platform users

fee.

with

a

training

system

for

Metaverse

Transformer(M.T) through BSN Korea operator
MXT LP Biz Model

MetaverseSociety to secure their subjectivity as
Value Creator in Metaverse Life.

[MXT(Reward Point) Biz Model]

[M.T Education System]

6. 4. MarX Token Holders
MarX

Token

holders

acquired

by

To

participating in the MarX DeFi-NFT ecosystem

an

'object-oriented

6

Ü bermensch ' is mandatory requirement of M.T

can yield farming as an LP in the distribution of

6

become

in Metaverse.

The Übermensch (German pronunciation: [ˈʔyːbɐmɛnʃ]; transl.

Thus Spoke Zarathustra (German: Also sprach Zarathustra), Nietzsche

"Beyond-Man," "Superman," "Overman," "Uberman", or "Superhuman")

has his character Zarathustra posit the Übermensch as a goal for

is a concept in the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche. In his 1883 book

humanity to set for itself. The Übermensch represents a shift from

10

These

'object-oriented

Ü bermensch'

and is accelerating the development of its own

must have three requirements: First, M.T must

MarX Project, MOM Pay.

create Avatar with the Interface (Smartphone,
Computer, etc.), which is the Enterance Gate.
Second, M.T must create Meta Contents
resulted from experience in environments such
as

SNS,

YouTube

Smartphone,

with

Mouse,

requirements

can

be

tools

etc.).

(Monitor,
The

satisfied

two

with

the

development of technology, but finally the most
important requirements, ability to make value

[Project MOM Pay - PointUSE Economy]

contents, is not provided, i.e. the ability to
develop Biz App that can utilize their own

9. MarX Ecosystem Future

unique values contents.
MarX

will

support

the

NFT

Dapp

deployment in the way of Biz modular Block

MarX is challenging financial Biz, which is

through BSN services, so it will eventually seek

linked to its interim distribution monopoly

to make metaverse transformers(M.T) that

power.

generate NFT as value entity.
"Reality is the Enemy of Truth" – Don Quixote

8. Biz Expansion Plan
MarX

plans

to

use

MarX begins with the ability to imagine a future
the

that has not yet come but hopes to come.

technical

partnership between BSN and UnionPay to
“Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhavantu”7

connect PointProtocol with the simple payment
infrastructure of more than 10 million Chinese
tourists and domestic travelers traveling to

"Everywhere(Metaverse),

China each year, which will develop and

all beings(Value Creator/Consumer)

commercialize a customized simple payment

to be happy and free

solution for off-line mercahnt kiosks in the Biz

MarX Ecosystem's Biz Model, Token

ecosystem related to travel.

Economy, Technical Transfumation
will contribute to

To expand this Biz, MarX is working with a
variety of simple payment and PG-related

happiness and freedom

companies on development solutions for Dapp

for all beings"

otherworldly Christian values and manifests the grounded human

beyond ourselves and our small circle of family and friends to really

ideal. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%9Cbermensch)

wish that everyone, everywhere be able to experience the joys of

7

happiness and freedom in their lives. These rights are fundamental in

The Sanskrit words Lokah Samastah Sukinho Bhavantu comprise one

an ethical society and never deserved more by some people than by

of the most popular chants used in modern yoga classes. Translated

others or even by some species more than others. (Because ‘all

into English, the words mean May All Beings Everywhere Be Happy

beings’ includes animals too!) Saying these words brings them to the

and Free, a sentiment we can certainly all get behind. Chanting this

forefront of our consciousnesses so we can act upon them.

mantra acts as a reminder to think globally, prompting us to go

(https://liforme.com/blogs/blog/lokah-samastah-sukinho-bhavantu)
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and if it can be determined and influenced by

10. Token Economy

voting, there are no restrictions except in legal
matters such as ownership or distribution of

Governance

revenue to the company or foundation, and

Holding MarX Token gives you the right to
become

ultimate influence and control is with Token

a stakeholder in MarX's ecosystem

holders and DAOs.

and participate in the governance process.

MXT(MarX Utility Token)is used as a

MarX manages the on-chain voting process,

distribution token and application utility token

which uses the financial frame of democracy,

with in the MarX DeFi-NFT Platform ecosystem.

the board, and financial temperament to make

MXT was issued as a Hyperledger-based

important decisions. Important variables such

blockchain MRC token.

as protocol or application changes, fee ratios,
and community-based initiations such as

[Currently predictable category]

compensation policies, new NFT issuances, and

▪ Modify contract history in MarX Project
▪ Issuance and incineration of MarX Token
▪ Development of new ServiceProtocol
▪ Commission scheme of The Issuance

NFT swap rate policies. The results of these
decisions appear in the form of state-weighted
proposed as a referendum.

Platform

About MarX Token

▪ Fix the Data Storage approach
▪ Reward Point Management System's

MarX issued a utility token MXT for
ecosystem participants.

MarX SwapDEX was

established to continuously distribute utility

▪ Whether

token(MXT) as a reward for liquidity supply and

▪ Expand/reduce

the recognition of NFT
Collateral Service as collateral

ecosystem, and to connect them with MarX
Token so that they could participate in protocol

▪ Works

with
solutions

decision-making. Our final goal is to evolve the
MarX Project to be operated by Decentralized
Automation Organization(DAO)8.

external

smart

contract

If the Token Holder presents an agenda

MarX Token is basically an ERC20-based

that requires voting through the community, or

Token,which, in addition to

participates in a vote on the proposed agenda,

technical changes to the MarX Project, has

the Token will be locked in the voting contest for

overall influence and control through voting on

a set voting period, and the lock-up will be lifted

operational regulations, multilateral protocol

after the voting period or achieve a fixed

integration, etc., which requires consultation,

8

NFT Collateral Service applies

fees and utility tokens (MXT)

participation to participants in the MarX

Government

fee

structure and manner

turnout.

decentralized Autonomous organization (Decentralized Autonomous

the form of verifiable open source software distributed on

Organization: DAO, fully automated enterprise (Fully Automated

shareholders' computers. person shares in this company so you buy

Business entity: FAB), or distributed autonomous company (Distributed

You may become a shareholder or supply services to the Company to

Autonomous Corporation/Company: DAC) has weak AI decentralized It

acquire shares. These shares are decentralized Represents a

is a network. It maximizes the production function and divides the

qualification that shares the interests of an autonomous organization.

work into computable interactive tasks. It also incentivizes the person

(https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/%ED%83%88%EC%A4%91%EC%95%99%

performing the work. [1] [2]. These organizations can be thought of as

ED%99%94%EB%90%9C_%EC%9E%90%EC%9C%A8%EC%A1%B0%EC%

a form of a company operating under business rules that human

A7%81)

beings cannot intervene in. These business rules are implemented in
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easy payment
Additional Trade Currency Support
Integrated with 3rd Party Platform

MarX Token Issuance and Offering
Total Supply: 2,100,000,000 MarX Token (100%)

2022 3Q
Integrated with Worldwide Financial
& Fintech Company
Smart Contract Expansion (Deposit Pool)

2022 4Q
Smart Contract Expansion (Option,
Interest Rate Swap)
Launched MarX NFT Index

⬧ Ecosystem Rewards : 1,260,000,000 (60%)
⬧ Token Sale : 273,000,000 (13%)
⬧ Marketing & Airdrop : 105,000,000 (5%)
⬧ Reserve : 210,000,000 (10%)
⬧ Team/Advisors/Partners : 252,000,000 (12%)

12. Technical Partnership

11. Roadmap

Red Date Technology (BSN)
https://bsnbase.io/

MarX will implement BSN's developers Red
Date Technology and ServiceProtocol for global
scalability and reliability for the DeFi-NFT
Platform.

2021 1Q
Research and development for MarX
project begins
Private Sales schedule established
MarX ERC20 token issuance
Core partnership program starts

MetaverseSociety(MarX Project Operator)
has officially signed a contract with Blockchainbased Service Network (BSN) operator
RedDate Technologies to operate BSN's Worldclass blockchain platform service, BSN's BSN

2021 2Q
Core partnership PG/global easy payment
Published website & governance forum
Grand open MarX NFT Marketplace
Completed permissioned utility NFT issuance
Management System

Portal inKorea.
BSN is a framework for enterprise
blockchain
product
development
and
infrastructure services for blockchain service
development. BSN supports public institutions,

2021 3Q
Completed MXT(MarX Utility Token)issuance
Completed MarX SwapDEX

2021 4Q
BSN Korea (http://bsnkorea.io/) service
launched (under development)
Built MarX TERMINAL
ServiceProtocol in BSN
Completed PointSwap Dapp with
PointProtocol

businesses, institutions, and startups that need
a system that utilizes blockchain technology to
save
time
and
money
and
enable
efficientdevelopment.

2022 1Q
Support liquidity Mining Program
MOM Pay
Support Custodial Version of
MarX project
Core Partnership Expansion
Completed NFT Collateral Service

BSN is currently collaborating with major
blockchain projects such as Tezos, NEO),

2022 2Q
MOM Pay Service Integrated with global
13

Nervos, IRISnet, and EOS, and plans to work
with more than 40 public blockchain networks.

MarX has entered into a strategic
partnership with Cyrexpay to link Reward Point
within the DeFi-NFTecosystem. Cyrexpayis a

MetaverseSociety will efficiently support

PG (payment agency) provider that supports
payment agency services and sales settlement
systems across onlineandoffline.

BSNin Korea for consulting and technical
support for blockchain-based technical support,
and to build token economy for new
blockchain-based economic ecosystems.

eStorm
https://www.estorm.co.kr/

InBlock
https://www.inblock.co/

implementsutility

MarX
token

MXT
issuance
and
PointProtocol, which is
utilized within the DeFiNFT
ecosystem
as
INBlock's
hyperledger-

MarX wants to adopt digital identity (DID)
technology and the expansion of the Reward
Point ecosystem as a store-based prepaid
electronic payment tool to enhance wellet
security for users of the DeFi-NFT Platform.

based blockchain MRC, and has also entered
into a strategic partnership to entrust MarX
tokens to InBlock's digital asset trust
management services.

To meet these needs, MetaverseSociety,
which operates the MarX project, has entered
intoa new partnership with eStorm, an open
terminal services provider, to create an
important solution that expands the ecosystem

PERI

of existing business areas into the MarX token
economy ecosystem and connects with brickand-mortar stores in order to build the
tokeneconomy ecosystem targeted by the MarX
project.

https://www.pynths.com/

Perry Financehascreated
a
composite
asset
for
MarXNFT.
Through
a
partnership with the MarX

OpenTerminal is asmart store service that
enables
non-face-to-face
transactions
between
the
other
parties
usingthe
authentication beacon technology ofthe
smartphone.

DeFi-NFT
platform, PERI
Finance will create a composite asset of MarX
NFT at PERI.
PERI allows users to issue and trade a
variety of Metaverse NFT Pynths (PERI

The OpenTerminal SDK is a payment
software development kit for fintech service
providers.
In
addition
to
recipient
authenticationand
payer
authentication,
fintech apps provide a tap-based payment

Synthetic
Assets).
These
synthetic
assetswillenable users to benefit additionally
from the Perry Finance ecosystem and increase
the popularity of MarXNFT.
This
strategic partnership with PERI

userexperience.

Finance and the MarX platform will create a
virtuous cycle in the DeFi-NFTecosystem.

Dalian ShouChuang Technology

Cyrexpay

MarX has partnered with UnionPay's
global technology partner Dalian ShouChuang

https://www.cyrexpay.com/

Technologyto connect with global simple
payments within the Reward Point ecosystem.
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13. MXT Ecosystem - Partnership
JoyNews24(iNews24)http://www.joynews24.com/

SEOUL13
https://www.3rdpl.co.kr/

– iRequest Platform https://irequest.net/

HappyDOG TV http://happydogtv.com/
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14. Audit Report – Slowmist

15. Legal Opinion
Simmons&Simmons (Global)

OhKims Law & Company (Korea)
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16. Press Release - 2021
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Provide consultation to domestic PG(PSP)’s on
overseas payment business projects and offer
overseas payment solutions to local companies.

17. Team/Partner/Advisors
David Kim/CEO/MetaverseSociety
Serve as CEO of Metaverse
Society, IT consulting agency.
Served as LG Group Webmaster
Manager, etc.
He has been advising on a

- Director of Singapore PSP’s Korea branch
Samsung Card - Product Development & FDS
GalaxiaMoneytree - Overseas/domestic Card
business PM.
InfoBan - General Manager of Payment

number of government agencies,
including the Korean Broadcasting and
Communication
Standards
Deliberation
Committee, and has been consulting with public
institutions such as Korea Tourism Organization,

Gateway department.
NHN KCP - Overseas & Domestic Corporation
Business manager.
Cyrexpay - General Manager of Payment
Gateway department.

and KOTRA with large corporations such as
Samsung Electronics, and Hyundai-Kia Motors
since 1999, and China-related Unionpay. B2B
electronic trade safe settlement agreement,
nuclear safety technology transfer consulting,

YiChul Sheen/Art Affiliate Partner/SEOUL13
Hongik
University
Graduate
School, MFA, PhD University of
Washington, School of Art, MFA
Assistant
Professor,
Seoul
National University of Science &
Technology Vice-Director, Hongik University
Ceramics Research Center Adjunct Professor,

etc. He lectured at Kyungsung University.
Graduated from the University of Seoul in
Computational Statistics and completed the
highest degree course at Sogang University
Graduate School of Technology Management.

Hongik University Part-time instructor, Ewha
Womans Univ. Solo Exhibition 21 times,
Invitation Exhibition 52 times, Group Exhibition
11 times

•Awarded, Minister of Foreign Affairs (2020)
•Awarded, Gyeonggi Governor Award (2020)
•Awarded, Minister of Public Administration
and Security (2011)

MuLim Park/Art Affiliate Partner/SEOUL13
California Institute of the Arts, Art
program, MFA, BFA Steering
committee member of The Seoul
Foundation
for
Arts
and

Jay Baek/Technical Advisor/INBLOCK
He is currently vice president of
INBLOCK,
a
Hyperledger
blockchain speciality company.
IBM global’s Think2019 speaker.

Culture(SFAC)
Director
of
Alternative Space Jungdabang Project NonExecutive Board Member of Chungmu Arts
Center Member of committee of Mullae Art
Space

Hyperledger fabric specialist.
Speaker of ibm korea blockchain security
conference. Served as a Network Engineer at
‘11th Street’ Singapore.

SangKi Gwak/Affiliate Partner/HappyDOG
CEO kenny & co., Ltd.
Advisor,
Korea
Content
PromotionAgency,
Evaluation

Louis Kim/PG Affiliate Partner/FORSPAY
Support various cross-border
payment solutions in global
payment
ecosystem
by
collaborating and alliance with

Committee
Member,
Korea
Development Association
ZDF Enterprises GmbH Korea Representative,
Disney Educational Productions Asia 7 countries
Representative, Warner Bros. International

overseas PSP partners as well as
Card Brands, local card companies and main PG
(PSP) companies in Korea.
Current:
- Director of FORSPAY Co., Ltd

Television Distribution Korea Representative
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- KBS "1VS100" Format Consultant 10years
- SBS "Law of the Jungle" Plan
- Format planning & production of SBS "Kim

other form of payment is to be accepted on the
basis of this Whitepaper.

Yeon-a's Kiss &Cry"
•2002 Minister of Culture&Tourism Award
•2015 Minister of Science&Future Creation
Award

Any agreement between UNIVERSAL STAR
LIMITED and you as a recipient or purchaser,
and in relation to any airdrop, sale or purchase
of MarX is to be governed by a separate
document setting out the terms and conditions
(the “T&Cs”) of such agreement and no other
document. In the event of any inconsistencies

JungBaek Kim/Advisor for Communication &
Development/NamdoTV
Served as CEO of NamdoIlbo TV
and CEO of JTYContac
Served as a journalist at KBC

between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the
T&Cs shall prevail.

(Gwangju Broadcasting Corp.)
through
the
Gwangju
Broadcasting Corporation in 1988, and served
as
a
weekend
news
anchor,
Blue
House/National Assembly entry reporter, press

Your eligibility to receive, purchase or sell MarX
on digital token exchanges, is subject to your
compliance with their respective terms and
conditions.

director, and managing director

No regulatory authority has examined or
approved any of the information set out in this
Whitepaper.

18. LEGAL NOTICE

No such action has been or will be taken under
the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of
any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or
dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply
that
the
applicable
laws,
regulatory
requirements or rules have been complied with.

MarX tokens (hereinafter referred to as "MarX")
issued by UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED are not
intended to constitute securities or grant of any
ownership rights, units in a business trust, or
units in a collective investment scheme, or any
other regulated products in any jurisdiction.

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy
thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any
country where distribution or dissemination of
this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.

This Whitepaper is meant to provide more
information on the MarX Token Economy and
functions of MarX and does not constitute a
prospectus or offer document of any sort.

Disclaimer of Liability

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form
part of any opinion or any advice to sell, or any
recommendation or solicitation of any offer to
purchase MarX nor shall it or any part of it or the
fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be

To the maximum extent permitted by the
applicable laws, regulations and rules,
UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED shall not be liable for
any indirect, special, incidental, consequential
or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or
otherwise (including but not limited to loss of
revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or
data), arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or

relied upon in connection with, any contract or
investment decision.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or
binding legal commitment in relation to the sale
and purchase of MarX and no digital tokens or

any part thereof by you.
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No representations and
UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED

warranties

by

approved of the information set out in this
Whitepaper, no action has been or will be
taken
under
the
laws,
regulatory

UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED does not make or
purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any

requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and
the
publication,
distribution
or
dissemination of this Whitepaper to you
does not imply that the applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules have been

representation, warranty or undertaking in any
form whatsoever to any entity or person,
including any representation, warranty or
undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy
and completeness of any of the information set

complied with;

▪

out in this Whitepaper.
Representations and warranties by you

trading of MarX on digital token exchanges,
shall not be construed, interpreted or
deemed by you as an indication of the merits
of MarX or the digital token exchanges;

By accessing and/or accepting possession of
any information in this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be), you represent and
warrant to UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED as follows:

▪

▪

You agree and acknowledge that MarX does
not constitute securities, units in a business
trust, or units in a collective investment

jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in
relation to possession are applicable, you
have observed and complied with all such
restrictions at your own expense and
without liability to MarX;

You agree and acknowledge that this
Whitepaper does not constitute a

▪

prospectus or offer document of any sort
and is not intended to constitute an offer of
securities, units in a business trust, or units
in a collective investment scheme in any
jurisdiction or a recommendation or

▪

You are fully aware of and understand that
you are not eligible to purchase any MarX if
you are a person from any restricted
locations as set forth in the Terms of Service
(or equivalent document) of the digital
token exchanges where MarX is listed;

solicitation for investment and you are not
bound to enter into any contract or binding
legal commitment and no digital token or
other form of payment is to be accepted on
the basis of this Whitepaper;

▪

The distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy
thereof, or acceptance of the same by you,
is not prohibited or restricted by the
applicable laws, regulations or rules in your

scheme, or any other regulated products in
any jurisdiction;

▪

You agree and acknowledge that this
Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the
completion of listing of MarX, or future

▪

You have a basic degree of understanding of
the operation, functionality, usage, storage,
transmission mechanisms and other
material characteristics of digital tokens,
blockchain-based
software
systems,
blockchain technology and smart contract

You agree and acknowledge that MarX shall
not be construed, interpreted, classified or
treated as enabling, or according any
opportunity to, recipients or purchasers to

technology;

participate in, or receive profits, income, or
other payments or returns arising from or in
connection with MarX, or to receive sums
paid out of such profits, income, or other
payments or returns;

▪

You agree and acknowledge that no
regulatory authority has examined or

▪

You are fully aware and understand that in
the case where you wish to purchase any
MarX, there are risks associated with digital
token exchanges and their business and
operations;
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You agree and acknowledge that MarX will
not be liable for any indirect, special,

▪

incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise
(including but not limited to loss of revenue,

Persons who have been provided access to this
Whitepaper or to whom a copy of this
Whitepaper
has
been
distributed
or

income or profits, and loss of use or data),
arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper
or any part thereof by you, including in
relation to:

disseminated or who otherwise have the White
Paper in their possession shall not circulate it to
any other persons, reproduce or otherwise
distribute this Whitepaper or any information
contained herein for any purpose whatsoever

Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or
may be relied upon as a promise,
representation or undertaking as to the
future
performance or policies
of

nor permit or cause the same to occur.

UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED or MarX .Please
note that this Whitepaper is also only a work
in progress and the information in this
Whitepaper is current only as of the date on
the cover hereof. UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED

Prospective

Risks and uncertainties
purchasers

of

MarX

should

carefully consider and evaluate all risks and
uncertainties associated with MarX, and its
businesses and operations, and all information
set out in this Whitepaper and the T&Cs, prior
to any purchase of MarX.

reserves the right to update the Whitepaper
and the content therein from time to time.

THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT THE
FUNCTIONALITIES OF MarX, OR THAT THE

No advice

MarX TOKEN ECONOMY INFRASTRUCTURE,
WILL BE DELIVERED OR REALISED.

No information in this Whitepaper should be
considered to be business, legal, financial or tax
advice regarding UNIVERSAL STAR LIMITED or
MarX. You should consult your own legal,
financial, tax or other professional adviser

IF ANY OF SUCH RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES
DEVELOPS INTO ACTUAL EVENTS, THE
BUSINESS, FINANCIAL CONDITION, RESULTS
OF OPERATIONS AND PROSPECTS COULD BE
MATERIALLY AND ADVERSELY AFFECTED. IN
SUCH CASES, YOU MAY LOSE ALL OR PART OF
THE VALUE OF MarX. IN THE EVENT THAT YOU
HAVE PURCHASED MarX, YOUR PURCHASE
CANNOT BE REFUNDED OR EXCHANGED

regarding their businesses and operations. You
should be aware that you may be required to
bear the financial risk of any purchase of MarX
for an indefinite period of time.
Restrictions on distribution and dissemination
The distribution or dissemination of this
Whitepaper or any part thereof may be
prohibited or restricted by the laws, regulatory
requirements and rules of any jurisdiction.
In the case where any restriction applies, you
are to inform yourself about, and to observe,
any restrictions which are applicable to your
possession of this Whitepaper or such part
thereof (as the case may be) at your own
expense and without liability to UNIVERSAL
STAR LIMITED.
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